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Dear Editor, we are grateful that you accept the manuscript for publication in BMC Ophthalmology. We revised the manuscript according to the suggestions and we highlighted the corrections in yellow in the text.

1. We note that on page 8 you state that informed consent was obtained from the patient for the publication of this case report. However, on page 4 you state that the case is 6 months old. Can you please confirm that parental consent was obtained for the publication of this case report, and amend the consent section as appropriate.

   *Consent section has been revised.*

2. Please change the 'declaration of conflicting interests' heading to: 'competing interests'.

   *We revised according to suggestion.*

3. Please carefully copyedit the manuscript, correcting for typographical/grammatical errors (e.g. please correct the typos in the 'authors' contributions' section).

   *The manuscript has been copyedit.*

Best regards

Angela Mastronuzzi